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Abstract

Timestamp supervised temporal action segmentation
(TSTAS) is more cost-effective than fully supervised coun-
terparts. However, previous approaches suffer from severe
label bias due to over-reliance on sparse timestamp an-
notations, resulting in unsatisfactory performance. In this
paper, we propose the Debiasing-TSTAS (D-TSTAS) frame-
work by exploiting unannotated frames to alleviate this bias
from two phases: 1) Initialization. To reduce the depen-
dencies on annotated frames, we propose masked times-
tamp predictions (MTP) to ensure that initialized model
captures more contextual information. 2) Refinement. To
overcome the limitation of the expressiveness from sparsely
annotated timestamps, we propose a center-oriented times-
tamp expansion (CTE) approach to progressively expand
pseudo-timestamp groups which contain semantic-rich mo-
tion representation of action segments. Then, these pseudo-
timestamp groups and the model output are used to iter-
atively generate pseudo-labels for refining the model in a
fully supervised setup. We further introduce segmental con-
fidence loss to enable the model to have high confidence
predictions within the pseudo-timestamp groups and more
accurate action boundaries. Our D-TSTAS outperforms the
state-of-the-art TSTAS method as well as achieves compet-
itive results compared with fully supervised approaches on
three benchmark datasets.

1. Introduction
Analyzing and understanding human actions in videos

is very important for many applications, such as human-
robot interaction [14] and healthcare [33]. Recently, sev-
eral approaches have been very successful in locating and
analyzing activities in videos, including action localization
[12,29,37,50], action segmentation [7,11,20,23], and action
recognition [9, 27, 39, 41, 47].

*These authors contributed equally to this work.
†Corresponding author.

Figure 1. (a) The TSTAS task aims to segment actions in videos
by timestamp annotations. (b) An example of focus bias: exist-
ing initialization methods prefer to predict frames similar to the
annotated timestamp, leading to incorrectly identifying dissimilar
frames within the segment and similar frames outside the segment.
(c) An example of representation bias: the frames of complex
action share large semantic variance, e.g. the process of cutting
cheese includes both taking out and cutting, resulting in the mod-
els that rely on sparse timestamps to produce biased pseudo-labels.

Despite the success of previous approaches, they rely on
fully temporal supervision, where the start and end frames
of each action are annotated. As a lightweight alternative,
many researchers have started exploring timestamp super-
vised temporal action segmentation (TSTAS), where each
action segment is annotated with only one frame in the
untrimmed video, as shown in Fig. 1 (a).

Most previous approaches follow a two-step pipeline by
initializing and then iteratively refining the model with gen-
erated pseudo-labels. However, relying only on supervised
signals of sparse single-timestamp annotations, these meth-
ods fail to learn the semantics of entire action segments,
which is referred to as label bias in this paper, including fo-
cus bias and representation bias. Specifically, to initialize
the segmentation model, the previous methods [17, 28, 32]
adopt the Naive approach proposed in [28] (referred to as
Naive), which computes the loss at the annotated frames
for training. However, utilizing only the annotated frames
leads to focus bias, where the initialized model tends to fo-
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cus on frames distributed over segments of various action
categories similar to the annotated frames [51] (shown in
Fig. 1 (b)).

During refining the segmentation model, to utilize the
unlabeled frames, typical methods generate hard [17,28,51]
or soft weighted [32] pseudo-labels that are used to re-
fine the model like fully supervised methods. To gener-
ate pseudo-labels, the above methods depend on the times-
tamps that contain semantic or relative position informa-
tion. Despite the success of such refined models, these ap-
proaches suffer from representation bias that single-frame
fails to represent the entire action segment for complex ac-
tions with the large semantic variance of various frames (il-
lustrated in Fig. 1 (c)). Moreover, when refining the seg-
mentation model by these biased pseudo-labels, represen-
tation bias can be accumulated and expanded, resulting in
unsatisfactory performance that is still a gap compared to
fully supervised approaches.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework called
Debiasing-TSTAS (D-TSTAS) to reduce label bias, con-
taining masked timestamp predictions and center-oriented
timestamp expansion approaches. During the initialization
phase, we aim to alleviate the focus bias problem by prop-
agating timestamp supervision information to the contex-
tual frames of the timestamps. In contrast to previous ap-
proaches, we propose the Masked Timestamp Predictions
(MTP) approach that masks the input features of times-
tamps to remove the dependencies of the model on anno-
tated frames. In this way, the initialized model is forced
to reconstruct the annotated frames in corresponding out-
put features and then predict their action categories by con-
textual information of timestamps. Furthermore, to capture
the semantics of both timestamps and contextual frames, we
adopt the Naive after our MTP.

While our initialized model can reduce focus bias by
capturing more contextual information, it does not guar-
antee that the generated pseudo-labels avoid represen-
tation bias during refining. Inspired by query expan-
sion, we propose a Center-oriented Timestamp Expansion
(CTE) approach for obtaining potential trustworthy unla-
beled frames, which we refer to as pseudo-timestamps,
to progressively expand the pseudo-timestamp groups that
contain more semantics than single annotated timestamps.
More specifically, it consists of three steps: 1) In the gen-
erating step, we generate pseudo-labels by current pseudo-
timestamp groups and the model output. 2) In the updating
step, we choose the semantically dissimilar center frames of
each segment in the pseudo-labels as pseudo-timestamps to
expand the pseudo-timestamp groups. 3) In the segmenting
step, the model is refined by pseudo-labels and our segmen-
tal confidence loss, which smooths the predicted probabil-
ities in each action segment and maintains high confidence
within pseudo-timestamp groups. The above steps are ex-

ecuted several times alternately to improve the model pre-
diction in a lazy manner instead of generating pseudo-labels
per epoch in previous methods [28, 51].

Our contributions can be summarised as follows:

• We study the label bias in the TSTAS task and propose
a novel D-TSTAS framework to reduce both focus and
representation bias.

• Our masked timestamp predictions approach is the first
attempt to alleviate the dependencies on timestamps,
promoting the model to capture contextual informa-
tion. Coupling MTP and Naive as a general solution
is used to initialize the model in the TSTAS.

• Compared to sparsely annotated timestamps, our
center-oriented timestamp expansion approach pro-
gressively expands pseudo-timestamp groups to con-
tain semantic-rich motion representations of action
segments.

• The proposed D-TSTAS not only outperforms state-of-
the-art TSTAS approaches but also achieves competi-
tive results compared with fully supervised approaches
on three benchmark datasets.

2. Related Work
2.1. Temporal Action Segmentation

Fully Supervised Action Segmentation has been at-
tracting increasing attention. In contrast to action recogni-
tion where trimmed videos are classified [5, 22, 30, 39, 48],
temporal action segmentation requires modeling long-range
dependencies to predict all the frames in the video. To
achieve a larger receptive field, many approaches utilized
dilated temporal convolutional networks to capture local
and global dependencies [7, 25]. Despite the success of
these approaches, they suffer from an over-segmentation er-
ror. To alleviate this problem, current state-of-the-art meth-
ods follow the architecture that refines the initial predic-
tions [1, 15, 26, 40, 49] or integrates text prompts [24]. The
above fully supervised approaches rely on frame-wise an-
notations, which are expensive to obtain.

Timestamp Supervised Action Segmentation only re-
quires a single annotated frame for each action segment.
Most previous methods [17, 28, 32, 51] apply a two-phase
training scheme, initializing by Naive [28] (also called the
warmup phase [51]) and then iteratively refining the learned
model with generated pseudo-labels. Unlike these meth-
ods, UVAST [3] directly refines the model by generating
pseudo-labels from the constrained k-medoids algorithm
based on input features. Moreover, in the specific action
field (surgical phase recognition), Ding et al. [6] generate
only partial pseudo-labels. While the above methods for
generating pseudo-labels are highly dependent on annotated
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Figure 2. The pipeline of our proposed framework consists of two phases: initialize the segmentation model (in Sec. 3.2) with masked
timestamp predictions (MTP in Sec. 3.3) and refine the model with center-oriented timestamp expansion (CTE in Sec. 3.4). The overall
losses are introduced in Sec. 3.5. GPL is the abbreviation for generating pseudo-labels.

timestamps, the semantic representation of the timestamps
is limited. Different from the previous solutions, we pro-
pose MTP to enable the initialized model to capture con-
textual information and CTE to enrich pseudo-timestamp
groups instead of single timestamps.

2.2. Self-Supervised Learning

In image and video tasks, self-supervised learning has
been successful for its ability to learn information feature
representations without human supervision. Most of the
previous works were based on the spatial-temporal orders
of videos by designing an auxiliary task related to the main
task where the labels can be self-annotated [2,18,21,44,46].
Inspired by the success of the vision transformer, masked
modeling is widely used in image [13, 42] and video mod-
eling [10, 38]. Unlike these works, our proposed MTP pre-
dicts categories of annotated frames by using contextual in-
formation, aiming to address the problem of focus bias for
timestamp supervised action segmentation.

3. The Debiasing-TSTAS Framework

In this section, we present the details of our D-TSTAS.
In Sec. 3.1, we first introduce the task of timestamp super-
vision and the pipeline of D-TSTAS, and the segmentation
model is described in Sec. 3.2. Then, the masked timestamp
predictions and the center-oriented timestamp expansion are
proposed in Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 3.4, respectively. Finally, we
provide the details of the loss functions in Sec. 3.5.

3.1. Problem statement and pipeline

Given a video X = {xt}Tt=1 with T frames and N ac-
tion segments (N ≪ T ), the fully supervised temporal
action segmentation requires high-cost frame-wise annota-

tions for training and aims to predict a sequence of frame-
wise action labels. In contrast to the fully supervised ap-
proaches, we consider efficient timestamp supervised seg-
mentation, which provides a set of annotated timestamps
ATs = {(an, tn)}Nn=1, where frame tn belongs to the n-
th action segment and an is the label n-th of action seg-
ment. While the annotation time of timestamp supervision
is much less than that of the fully supervised setup, there is
still a large gap in performance.

To achieve comparable performance to the fully super-
vised methods, we propose a framework named D-TSTAS,
including an Initialization phase and a Refinement phase,
as shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, following the previous
[7, 16, 40, 49], we extract I3D [4] features X ′ = {x′t}Tt=1

as the input to our segmentation model. Then, to reduce
focus bias, we initialize our model by masked timestamp
predictions (MTP) and Naive [49] for capturing more con-
textual information. To further reduce representation bias,
we propose the center-oriented timestamp expansion (CTE)
to expand the progressive pseudo-timestamp groups and re-
fine the segmentation model by generating pseudo-labels.

3.2. The segmentation model

The architecture of our segmentation model is shown
in Fig. 2. We build a Transformer backbone of the cas-
caded encoder-decoder network structure [49], which con-
tains an encoder and H-1 decoders. The linear attention
[45] is applied in our backbone to balance training efficien-
cies and performance, which is beneficial for modeling long
sequences. More details of the segmentation model are de-
scribed in the supplementary material. We also explore the
effect of Temporal Convolutional Network (TCN) [17, 28]
or our backbone and compare the different attentions in the
backbone as illustrated in Sec. 4.7.
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3.3. Reducing the focus bias by MTP

As mentioned before, the previous initialization [17, 28,
32] suffers from focus bias. In this paper, we propose
masked timestamp predictions (MTP) to reduce this bias as
shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, given the input feature X ′,
we mask the I3D feature x′tn of annotated timestamps by
a shared learnable token to reduce the dependency of the
model on annotated timestamps. The input feature of the
unannotated frames is used to generate output feature Fh

and predictions of timestamps Ph, where h = 1, . . . ,H ,
and H denotes the total number of stages (encoder & de-
coder). To enable our model to involve the semantic infor-
mation of annotated timestamps, Naive is employed to train
the segmentation model after the MTP. The obtained output
of our initialized model captures temporal feature represen-
tations at different distances from the timestamps by propa-
gating the timestamp supervision information to contextual
frames, which is superior to the feature representations ob-
tained by using a Naive alone in typical approaches. Un-
like the self-supervised methods [10,13,38,43] that attain a
generic pre-trained model by reconstructing input or hand-
crafted feature descriptor of input, the MTP maps to an-
notated frames with high-level semantic information (more
analyses in Sec. 4.4).

3.4. Reducing the representation bias by CTE

Due to the limitation of the expressiveness of the single-
frame timestamp, the model tends to produce expressive-
ness bias for complex action segments, generating incorrect
pseudo-labels. Inspired by query expansion, we first pro-
pose to use progressive pseudo-timestamp groups G to rep-
resent the action segments. Compared to the original single
annotated frames, pseudo-timestamp groups provide a se-
mantically richer representation of each action segment. We
further propose the center-oriented timestamp expansion
(CTE) to expand G while refining the model. As illustrated
in Alg.1, the annotated timestamp set ATs is first used to ini-
tialize G = {Gn}Nn=1, where Gn = {(an, t1n)} is the times-
tamp group of n-th action segment and the t1n indicates the
first annotated timestamp of the group Gn. Then, the gen-
erating step, the segmenting step, and updating step per-
form M iterations to expand progressive pseudo-timestamp
groups G and refine the model by generated pseudo-labels
Ŷ . The framework of the refined model with the proposed
CTE approach is shown in Fig. 2 and we describe the pro-
cess of the m-th iteration as follows.

Generating step. Obtain output features of final decoder
FH = {ft}Tt=1 and current timestamps groups G, generat-
ing the frame-wise pseudo-labels can be reduced to estimate
the action boundaries between the last timestamp (ai, t

Ω(i)

i )
of Gi and the first timestamp (ai+1, t

1
i+1) of Gi+1 in tem-

poral order, where i = 1, . . . , N − 1. Only N − 1 bound-
aries of pseudo-labels are required to be estimated, and Ω(i)

denotes the number of timestamps in the timestamps group
Gi. Specifically, the stamp-to-stamp energy function as pro-
posed in [28] is used to detect the action change between
tΩ(i)

i and t1i+1, and the boundaries of pseudo-label tbi can be
denoted by:

tbi = argmin
t̂

t̂∑
t=t

Ω(j)
i

d (ft, ei) +
t1j+1∑
t=t̂+1

d (ft, ei+1),

s.t.

ei =
1

t̂−t
Ω(i)
i +1

t̂∑
t=t

Ω(i)
i

ft,

ei+1 = 1
t1i+1−t̂

t1i+1∑
t=t̂+1

ft,

t
Ω(i)

i ≤ t̂ < t1i+1,

(1)

where d(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance, ei is the average of
the embedding features between tΩ(i)

i and the estimate t̂, and
ei+1 is the average of the segmentation feature between the
estimate t̂ and t1i+1. In Eq. (1), the pseudo-boundaries are
estimated from the start of the video. The same argument
holds if we estimate the pseudo-boundaries at the end of the
video. The final pseudo-boundaries for tbi are the average
of these two estimates, which can be expressed as follows:

tbi =
tbi,FW+tbi,BW

2
,

s.t.

tbi,FW = argmin
t̂

t̂∑
t=tbi−1

d (ft, ei) +
t1i+1∑

t=t̂+1

d (ft, ei+1) ,

tbi,BW = argmin
t̂

t̂∑
t=t

Ω(i)
i

d (ft, ei) +

tbi+1∑
t=t̂+1

d (ft, ei+1) ,

t
Ω(i)

i ≤ t̂ < t1i+1,

(2)

thus, we get the pseudo-boundaries B = {tbj}Nj=0, which
tb0 = 0 and tbN = T . To generate the pseudo-labels Ŷ =
{ŷt}Tt=1, we assign the frames between tbn−1

and tbn to the
same action label an.

Updating step. Our approach relies on the progres-
sive pseudo-timestamp groups G that contain more seman-
tic and positional information to detect pseudo-boundaries.
To enrich the G, we need to find potentially trustworthy
pseudo-timestamps that are not semantically similar to orig-
inal timestamps. For finding potentially trustworthy pseudo
timestamps, we intuitively choose the center frames of each
segment in the pseudo-labels, which are expressed as C =
{(an, tcn)}Nn=1, and

tcn =
tbn−1 + tbn

2
. (3)

Since adjacent frames usually have similar semantic in-
formation in the video, new pseudo-timestamps close to
the Gn might fail to reduce representation bias. To alle-
viate this problem, we keep a minimum temporal thresh-
old D between the new pseudo-timestamps and the latest
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Algorithm 1 Refine Model with Center-oriented Times-
tamp Expansion
Input: I3D features X′, annotated timestamps ATs and segmentation modelM.
Output: Refined segmentation modelM.
1: ▷ Initialize G and R by ATs.
2: for m = 1, ...,M do
3: ▷ Generating step.
4: FH ← ExtractFeature(X′,M)
5: B ← EstimateBoundaries(FH ,G) see Eq.2
6: Ŷ ← GeneratePseudoLabels(B,G)
7: ▷ Updating step.
8: (G, R)← Update(Ŷ ,G, R)
9: ▷ Segmenting step.

10: for k = 1, ..., K do
11: M← RefineModel(M, X′, Ŷ ,G,Lrefine)
12: end for
13: end for

added pseudo-timestamps, i.e., |tcn − trn | > D, where
R = {trn}Nn=1 denotes the location of the latest added
pseudo-timestamps each iteration (initially, trn = tn). Be-
sides, the value of the new pseudo timestamp tcn is assigned
to trn . Finally, we obtain the new pseudo-timestamp groups
G that are utilized for the next iteration.

Segmenting step. To further improve the quality of
the predictions, we refine the segmentation model with the
pseudo-labels Ŷ , new pseudo-timestamp groups G, and loss
functions Lrefine (described in Sec. 3.5) through K train-
ing epochs.

3.5. Loss Functions

As shown in Fig. 2, we use the same loss as baseline [28]
to initialize the model with MTP and Naive, which can be
formulated as follows:

Linit = Lce + λLtmse + βLconf , (4)

where Lce, Ltmse, and Lconf are the cross-entropy loss
based on the annotated timestamps, smoothing loss [7],
and confidence loss [28], respectively. λ and β are hyper-
parameters utilized to balance the contribution of each loss.

During the refinement of the model with CTE, we adapt
weighted cross-entropy loss Lwce to replace cross-entropy
loss Lcls, which can alleviate the imbalance problem in the
frequency of different action segments for each action cate-
gory [15]. Unlike the [15], to get the class weight, we cal-
culate the median of class frequencies divided by each class
frequency through pseudo-labels that approximate ground
truth. The previous methods [17,28,32] typically apply con-
fidence loss proposed in [28] so that the probability of pre-
diction decreases monotonically with increasing distance
from the timestamp. However, due to focus monotonicity
outside the segments, the confidence loss leads to the blur-
ring of the boundaries of the action segments.

Segmental confidence loss. Unlike confidence loss
Lconf , we propose segmental confidence loss Lsconf to
smooth the predicted probabilities within the action seg-

Figure 3. The segmental confidence loss penalizes decreasing pre-
dictions within the red range (tbn−1 to tΩ(n)

n and increasing pre-
dictions in the green range (t1n to tbn ) for label an.

ments of pseudo-labels.

Lsconf =

 N∑
n=1

t
Ω(n)
n∑

t=tbn−1

δan,1

 /T1 +

(
N∑

n=1

tbn∑
t=t1n

δan,2

)
/T2,

δan,1 = max (0, pan,t−1 − pan,t) ,
δan,2 = max (0, pan,t − pan,t−1) ,

T1 =
N∑

n=1

(
t
Ω(n)
n − tbn−1

)
,

T2 =
N∑

n=1

(
tbn − t1n

)
,

(5)
where pan,t is the probability of action an at time t. δan,1

and δan,2 are decreasing penalized predictions and increas-
ing penalized predictions as illustrated in Fig. 3. T1 and
T2 are the total sum of frames of δan,1 and δan,2, respec-
tively. The effect of our loss function is visualized as shown
in Fig. 5, which can prevent boundary blur caused by pre-
diction monotonicity outside the action segments and keeps
consistent high confidence between t1n and tΩ(n)

n .
The overall loss function to refine the segmentation

model with CTE is as follows:

Lrefine = Lwce + λLtmse + γLsconf , (6)

where λ and γ are hyper-parameters to balance the contri-
bution of each loss.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and evaluation

Datasets. Following the previous works [17, 32, 51],
we evaluate our approach on three datasets: 50Salads [36],
Breakfast [19], and Georgia Tech Egocentric Activities
(GTEA) [8]. We perform 4-fold cross-validation on Break-
fast and GTEA, and 5-fold cross-validation on 50Salads.

The 50Salads dataset contains 50 videos (0.6M frames)
with actors preparing different kinds of salads. It consists
of 17 action classes which are recorded from the top view.
On average, the video duration is 6.4 minutes long and
each video has 20 action instances. The Breakfast dataset
consists of 1712 third-person view videos (3.6M frames)
related to breakfast preparation activities. There are 48
different action classes that were recorded in 18 different
kitchens. The average video duration ranges from a few
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seconds to several minutes and each video contains 6 ac-
tion instances on average. The GTEA dataset contains 58
videos (32K frames) with actors performing various kinds
of daily activities. It consists of 11 action classes. The av-
erage video duration is 1 minute long.

For all datasets, our experimental results are reported for
three random seeds used for annotating frames in videos.
Only in Tab. 8, we use the same annotations that Li et al.
[28] provide for a fair comparison.

Evaluation Metrics. Following previous works [7, 26],
we use the standard metrics for fully supervised tempo-
ral action segmentation and report the frame-wise accu-
racy (Acc), segmental edit distance (Edit) and segmental F1
scores with overlapping thresholds of 10%, 25%, and 50%,
denoted by F1@{10, 25, 50}.

4.2. Implementation details

We set H = 4 as in [49] and train our model for 290
epochs, including 80 epochs for MTP, 30 epochs for Naive,
and 180 (K = 30,M = 6) epochs for CTE. D is set to
{5, 20, 10} for GTEA, 50Salads, and Breakfast, which is
related to the average action duration. The batch size is 8
and an AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0005 and
weight decay of 0.05 is used. For the loss function, we set
λ = 0.15, β = 0.075 as in [28], and set γ = 1. All experi-
ments in the comparison study use the above setting and are
conducted with NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPUs.

4.3. Effectiveness of MTP

We first compare the initialization of the MTP and Naive
[28] on TCN backbone [28] and our backbone. As shown
in Tab. 1, our approach outperforms Naive with a large mar-
gin F1 and edit scores. This is because the Naive initialized
model by only using sparse timestamps, the model produces
focus bias, incorrectly recognizing frames in various action
categories similar to annotated frames. On the contrary, our
approach reduces focus bias by masking the timestamps and
predicting the category of annotated frames using contex-
tual information. Moreover, we combine MTP and Naive to
generate better initialized predictions by exploiting seman-
tic information with annotated timestamps and the context
of annotated frames. These are also reflected in the perfor-
mance as illustrated in Fig. 4. We also evaluate the order of
MTP and Naive in the supplementary.

To further explore the effectiveness of the MTP, we ex-
plore the impact of different initialization strategies on the
refinement model, as shown in Tab. 2. To conduct a fair
comparison, the same refinement approach in [28], contain-
ing 20 epochs of training, is used to refine the model. While
our MTP gives an additional boost in performance, the best
performance is achieved when MTP and Naive are com-
bined. This illustrates that a good initialization model is
beneficial for refining the model. While the MTP of the

Initialization
GTEA 50Salads

F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc

TCN
Naive 59.7 55.3 39.6 51.1 56.5 47.9 43.3 34.0 37.2 69.6
MTP 63.4 59.7 45.9 56.4 53.4 59.8 55.1 44.9 52.1 70.1

MTP+Naive 74.4 68.1 52.1 67.2 62.8 60.2 55.7 45.5 52.8 70.5

ours
Naive 47.4 42.1 33.0 45.1 47.6 41.3 36.1 25.3 40.0 37.9
MTP 67.6 62.7 47.3 61.0 60.5 55.4 51.1 40.9 46.8 68.7

MTP+Naive 77.0 72.4 56.1 70.5 65.4 62.6 58.1 47.4 52.6 74.0
Table 1. Impact of different initialization strategies and backbones
without refinement on GTEA and 50Salads datasets.

Initialization
GTEA 50Salads

F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc

TCN
Naive 78.9 73.0 55.4 72.3 66.4 73.9 70.9 60.1 66.8 64.1
MTP 81.4 76.9 58.5 75.9 66.8 71.5 68.3 58.8 65.5 73.6

MTP+Naive 84.0 79.0 60.4 79.5 67.8 72.0 69.0 58.6 64.6 75.6

ours
Naive 76.0 71.4 55.3 71.7 69.0 72.0 67.9 54.7 64.9 73.7
MTP 82.6 79.6 61.6 77.5 70.2 73.9 69.4 58.2 67.0 75.3

MTP+Naive 86.2 83.2 66.3 82.7 72.0 74.5 71.1 60.0 67.3 77.6
Table 2. Impact of different initialization strategies and backbones
with refinement [28] on GTEA and 50Salads datasets.

Figure 4. Qualitative comparison‡ of the different initialization
strategies with TCN backbone [28] on the 50Salads dataset. Naive
only correctly identifies frames close to the timestamp, which are
also similar frames to annotated timestamps. MTP reduces this
bias by directing the model to capture contextual information, but
the boundaries of segments are not accurate. Adding Naive after
MTP generates better predictions as the model exploits semantic
information with annotated timestamps and the context of anno-
tated frames.

TCN backbone on 50Salads achieves good frame-wise ac-
curacy, it suffers from over-segmentation during refining as
evidenced by the low F1 and Edit scores. Meanwhile, our
backbone based on Transformer can alleviate this problem.

4.4. Impact of mapping target for MTP

Our approach initializes the model by mapping the
masked features to the label of timestamps (Feature-to-
Label), which is described in Sec. 3.3. To analyze the im-
pact of the mapping target, we train another model (Feature-
to-Feature) that minimizes the l2 distance between the out-
put feature ftn and the input I3D feature x′tn . Specifi-
cally, we use an additional linear layer to adjust the di-
mensions of ftn to match the dimensions of the x′tn . For
a fair comparison, the Feature-to-Feature model follows the
same initialization method (MTP+Native) and refinement
method [28] based on our backbone as Feature-to-Label. As
shown in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3, compared to the Naive, Feature-
to-Feature slightly improves the performance, which vali-
dates that the masking strategy achieves better initialization

‡Since there is no timestamp on the test set, we visualize the focus bias
clearly by timestamps and predictions on the training set.
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Dataset Target F1@{10,25,50} Edit Acc

GTEA Feature-to-Feature 75.6 72.4 56.8 65.5 71.2
Feature-to-Label 86.2 83.2 66.3 82.7 72.0

50Salads Feature-to-Feature 72.3 69.1 58.9 65.8 75.9
Feature-to-Label 74.5 71.1 60.0 67.3 77.6

Table 3. Impact of mapping target for MTP on GTEA and 50Sal-
ads datasets.

Refinement F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc
baseline [28] (epoch = 20) 74.5 71.1 60.0 67.3 77.6

CTE (K = 10,M = 2) 76.4 73.1 62.6 69.6 77.5
Table 4. Comparison with the baseline in the refining phase on the
50Salads dataset.

Impact of K F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc AccPL AccTS
CTE (K = 10,M = 6) 80.1 77.8 66.3 72.9 78.0 87.1 97.3
CTE (K = 20,M = 6) 82.8 80.6 69.6 75.7 79.1 87.3 97.2
CTE (K = 30,M = 6) 84.4 82.2 71.2 77.5 80.2 87.4 97.2
CTE (K = 40,M = 6) 83.5 81.3 71.2 76.7 80.0 87.2 97.0

Impact of M F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc AccPL AccTi
CTE (K = 30,M = 2) 81.0 78.4 68.0 74.1 79.7 88.6 97.9
CTE (K = 30,M = 4) 83.2 80.6 70.4 76.3 79.8 87.8 97.4
CTE (K = 30,M = 6) 84.4 82.2 71.2 77.5 80.2 87.4 97.2
CTE (K = 30,M = 8) 83.7 81.9 70.3 77.8 79.2 86.4 97.0
CTE (K = 30,M = 10) 83.7 81.0 69.5 76.5 78.8 85.6 96.4

Table 5. Impact of epoch-per-segmentation step K and the num-
ber of iterations M in CTE on 50Salads dataset. AccPL and
AccTS denote the accuracy of pseudo-labels and timestamps for
each video, respectively.

of the model. However, it performed worse than Feature-
to-Label. This is mainly because Feature-to-Label pro-
motes the model to capture high-level semantic informa-
tion, which is beneficial for the propagation of supervised
signals of timestamps to unlabeled frames in the TSTAS
task. We also discuss the number of masked frames with
Feature-to-Label and Feature-to-Feature (please refer to the
supplementary).

4.5. Effectiveness of CTE

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed CTE during
the refining phase, we compare the CTE with the base-
line that employs the refining approach [28] and perform
the comparison experiments based on our initialized model.
As shown in Tab. 4, our approach outperforms the baseline.
This is because our method captures more semantic infor-
mation within the action segment compared to the baseline
by expanding the timestamp groups. As shown in Tab. 5,
the addition of pseudo-labels is trustworthy, and pseudo-
timestamp groups are used to generate better pseudo-labels,
as indicated by the high accuracy of pseudo-labels and
timestamps. The effect of CTE can also be seen in the qual-
itative result, please refer to the supplementary.

4.6. Ablation Study of CTE

The effect of the center-oriented timestamp expansion is
controlled by two hyper-parameters: K and M . In this sec-
tion, we study the impact of the two parameters with differ-

Strategies GTEA
F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc

Local attention

Naive 69.7 62.7 45.4 62.0 59.8
MTP 75.5 72.4 53.3 72.0 64.8

MTP+Naive 77.4 73.6 54.9 71.1 66.3
MTP+Naive+CTE 89.1 86.8 74.5 85.5 73.2

Linear attention

Naive 47.4 42.1 33.0 45.1 47.6
MTP 67.6 62.7 47.3 61.0 60.5

MTP+Naive 77.0 72.4 56.1 70.5 65.4
MTP+Naive+CTE 91.5 90.1 76.2 88.5 75.7

Table 6. Impact of different attention architectures in our backbone
on the GTEA dataset.

Lce Lwce Lconf Lsconf F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc
✓ ✓ 82.5 79.9 68.5 76.2 78.7
✓ ✓ 83.8 81.1 70.6 76.6 79.4

✓ ✓ 82.9 80.4 65.8 76.8 75.6
✓ ✓ 84.2 82.1 71.5 77.6 80.0

Table 7. Comparing different loss functions on the 50Salads
dataset.

Figure 5. Quality comparison of confidence loss [28] and segmen-
tal confidence loss.

ent values of K and M , as shown in Tab. 5.
Impact of epoch-per-segmentation stage K. The pa-

rameter of K affects the refinement model by using the
same pseudo-labels in the segmenting step. Our default
value is K = 30. Increasing the value K from 10 to
30 achieves better performance because sufficient train-
ing epochs lead to better convergence. However, setting
K = 40 results in a slight drop in performance compared
with a default value. This drop in performance is due to the
over-fitting problem.

Impact of the number of iterations M . This hyper-
parameter defines the number of times to supplement the
timestamp groups and generate pseudo-labels. Reducing M
to 2 still improves the performance but is not as good as the
default value of M = 6. Increasing its value to M = 10
also causes a degradation in performance. This drop in per-
formance is because adding the incorrect pseudo-timestamp
results in a decrease in the accuracy of the pseudo-labels,
which affects the predictions of the refinement model.

4.7. Impact of the backbones

We compare our backbone with TCN [28] backbone as
shown in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. When the Naive is used alone,
our backbone causes worse performance in the initializa-
tion and refinement phase compared with the TCN back-
bone. This is because the linear attention in our backbone
with the Naive approach incorrectly identifies more frames
with semantic similarity to timestamps by capturing global
dependencies. In contrast, MTP can improve the perfor-
mance of our backbone by a large margin, which indicates
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Supervision Method GTEA 50Salads Breakfast
F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc

Fully

MS-TCN [7] 87.5 85.4 74.6 81.4 79.2 76.3 74.0 64.5 67.9 80.7 52.6 48.1 37.9 61.7 66.3
MS-TCN++ [25] 88.8 85.7 76.0 83.5 80.1 80.7 78.5 70.1 74.3 83.7 64.1 58.6 45.9 65.6 67.6

BCN [40] 88.5 87.1 77.3 84.4 79.8 82.3 81.3 74.0 74.3 84.4 68.7 65.5 55.0 66.2 70.4
ASRF [16] 89.4 87.8 79.8 83.7 77.3 84.9 83.5 77.3 79.3 84.5 74.3 68.9 56.1 72.4 67.6

ASFormer [49] 90.1 88.8 79.2 84.6 79.7 85.1 83.4 76.0 79.6 85.6 76.0 70.6 57.4 75.0 73.5
ETSN [26] 91.1 90.0 77.9 86.2 78.2 85.2 83.9 75.4 78.8 82.0 74.0 69.0 56.2 70.3 67.8
ICC [34] 91.4 89.1 80.5 87.8 82.0 83.8 82.0 74.3 76.1 85.0 72.4 68.5 55.9 68.6 75.2

UVAST [3] 92.7 91.3 81.0 92.1 80.2 89.1 87.6 81.7 83.9 87.4 76.9 71.5 58.0 77.1 69.7
DPRN [31] 92.9 92.0 82.9 90.9 82.0 87.8 86.3 79.4 82.0 87.2 75.6 70.5 57.6 75.1 71.7

Br-Prompt+ ASFormer [23] 94.1 92.0 83.0 91.6 81.2 89.2 87.8 81.3 83.8 88.1 - - - - -

Semi
ICC(5%) [34] 77.9 71.6 54.6 71.4 68.2 52.9 49.0 36.6 45.6 61.3 60.2 53.5 35.6 56.6 65.3

ICC(10%) [34] 83.7 81.9 66.6 76.4 73.3 67.3 64.9 49.2 56.9 68.6 64.6 59.0 42.2 61.9 68.8

Timestamp

Li et al. [28] 78.9 73.0 55.4 72.3 66.4 73.9 70.9 60.1 66.8 75.6 70.5 63.6 47.4 69.9 64.1
Khan et al. [17] 81.5 77.5 60.8 75.6 66.1 75.1 72.3 61.0 67.6 75.1 67.9 61.0 45.3 67.0 61.4
Zhao et al. [51] 84.3 81.7 64.8 79.8 74.4 78.5 75.5 63.4 71.8 77.7 73.1 66.5 49.4 72.6 64.6
EM-TSS [32] - 82.7 66.5 82.3 70.5 - 75.9 64.7 71.6 77.9 - 63.7 49.8 67.2 67.0

UVAST+ alignment decoder [3] 70.8 63.5 49.2 88.2 55.3 75.7 70.6 58.2 78.4 67.8 72.0 64.1 48.6 74.3 60.2
UVAST+Viterbi [3] 87.2 83.7 66.0 89.3 70.5 83.0 79.6 65.9 78.2 77.0 71.3 63.3 48.3 74.1 60.7
UVAST+FIFA [3] 80.7 75.2 57.4 88.7 66.0 80.2 74.9 61.6 78.6 72.5 72.0 64.2 47.6 74.1 60.3

D-TSTAS 91.5 90.1 76.2 88.5 75.7 84.2 82.1 71.5 77.6 80.0 76.7 69.3 50.7 75.8 65.7
Table 8. Comparison with different levels of supervision on all three datasets. D-TSTAS uses the backbone that combines the cascaded
encoder-decoder network structure [49] and the linear attention architecture [45].

that MTP is effective in alleviating focus bias. Moreover,
MTP and transformer backbone are more complementary
and can help to capture contextual information.

We further explore the impact of different attention ar-
chitectures, including linear attention in Flowformer [45]
and local attention in ASFormer [49]. The MTP and CTE
are added to the local attention model separately by setting
the batch size to 1. Tab. 6 shows that our MTP and CTE can
improve the performance of the model. With both MTP and
CTE, the linear attention model outperforms the local atten-
tion model. Moreover, we compare the training time for the
linear attention model and local attention model in the sup-
plementary. To balance training time and performance, we
use linear attention in our backbone.

4.8. Comparing Different Loss Functions

Tab. 7 shows the comparison of our loss function with
the previous loss function [28]. Our proposed segmental
confidence loss achieves better F1 and edit scores compared
with the confidence loss [28]. This is because Lconf blurs
the boundaries of the action segmentation when it forces the
predicted probabilities to remain monotonic between adja-
cent annotated timestamps. In contrast, our loss function
truncates smoothing through the pseudo-labels at the action
boundary. This effect can also be seen in the qualitative re-
sult shown in Fig. 5. Moreover, Lwce replacing Lce also
improves performance by alleviating the imbalance of seg-
ments for action categories.

4.9. Comparison with the state-of-the-Arts

We compare our method with recent approaches under
different levels of supervision on three datasets. By reduc-

ing the label bias, D-TSTAS outperforms current state-of-
the-art approaches under timestamp supervision and semi-
supervised, as shown in Tab. 8. Please refer to the supple-
mentary for the qualitative results of our method and the
baseline. Our approach further reduces the gap to fully su-
pervised approaches and only involves single-frame annota-
tions for each action segment. Moreover, our approach per-
forms better in rare annotation cases compared with other
methods [28, 32] (please refer to the supplementary).

5. Conclusion and Limitation
In this paper, we propose a Debiasing-TSTAS frame-

work to alleviate the issue of label bias in the TSTAS task.
Instead of the commonly used Naive, we additionally use
masked timestamp prediction to initialize the model, which
models contextual information of timestamps. Moreover,
we utilize a center-oriented timestamp expansion to capture
a more efficient representation of action segments. We fur-
ther introduced a segmental confidence loss that improves
prediction quality. Our approach outperforms state-of-the-
art TSTAS methods on three datasets and achieves compa-
rable performance to the fully supervised setup.

Limitation. The annotation frames for each action seg-
ment are essential to our approach, which limits the anno-
tator not to miss any action segment [32, 35]. To release
this limitation, we consider replacing the pseudo-labeling
of hard weight in the cross-entropy loss with soft weight as
mentioned in [32] and detecting pseudo-timestamps from
the soft weight.
Acknowledgments: This work was supported in part by
the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universi-
ties under Grant DUT22JC14.
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